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At the Toronto Focal Forum we share a passion for the printed photograph: it’s our chosen means of creative expression,  
so we strive for artistic and technical excellence. Our candid print reviews are times for diverse work and different ideas,  

creating an invigorating, ongoing conversation about our experiences in art and in life. These evenings are times of inspiration, 
honing our craft of clear vision and communication, enriching our photographic pursuits. This is the measure of our success.

Our fifth meeting of the year brought Michael in as our moderator, and he brought 
some clear guidelines for how we would have our discussions. Each of the twenty-
one photographers showing work were asked to introduce our photos with a brief 
statement of intention, after which we collectively considered whether the image 
succeeded in that intent or not. It was a matter of communication and creation, 
going deeper than superficial appearance. 
Avoiding easy superficiality also was also part of banning the words ‘like’ or dislike’. 
We don’t have to like a photo to find it effective, and the reverse is also true. The 
other shift in our language was to squelch abstracted references to “the maker” of 
each photograph. Instead we used each other’s names, talking directly to the person 
whose work we were talking about. 
The results were subtle but significant, and will be worth continuing for each 
upcoming meeting.

Incursions, by Kas Stone 

Upcoming Meetings 

November 17 
Stephen Gilligan 

December 1 
Steve Rees 

Winter Break 

January 5 
Leif
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I see the world in black and white, and I don't like compromising. 
– Greta Thunberg

Laurence Sitwell 
Besson 

Rhonda Starr 
Dreaming out Loud 

Matthew Robertson 
Technology Changes 

Marina Leyderman 
Catching Sunset 

Nick Janushewski 
612 

Tom Yates 
3981x 

Marie Algieri-Goldgrub 
Fallen Leaf

Images Shown, November 3:

Paul Yi 
Conducting Business 

Judy Griffin 
Water World 

Darcy Rector  
Eat 'Em Raw 

Allan Flagel 
Picture This 

Sue Curtis 
Down a Country Lane 

Guy St Louis 
Halcyon Day 

Vincent Sheridan 
GASPE GOLD

Michael Anderson 
Littoral # 3 

Mort Shapiro 
Passing Through 

David Kennedy 
Nature's Tapestry 

Luba Citrin 
Entrance 

Leif Petersen 
The Bookshelf 

Kas Stone 
Incursions 

Dass 
Photographic Trompe-l'Oeil

Conducting Business, by Paul Yi  
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Here we come to a decisive point, the contemplative point:  
the happiness and fulfillment you seek will not be attained by the ways you may be seeking them. 

You are already missing them, precisely by seeking them. They are already there, in the way they are there. 
– John McQuade

‘Littoral’ means on the edge of the water. Beside the ocean, that’s the stretch between 
low and high tide.  
I loved the Zen simplicity of the shapes and patterns made by the seaweed and the 
occasional stone. Even more, I loved that these were within reach of gentle waves 
lapping up the sand, and changing the shapes each time. The ocean is timeless, but 
these shapes were temporary and fleeting, a kind of one-off performance art. The 
challenge was to see a pattern and photograph it before the next wave took it away.  
I spent a happy half hour on the beach beside the Atlantic Ocean enjoying shape-
shifting seaweed while my non-hypothermic grandson played in the surf.

Littoral #3, by Michael Anderson 
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Sometimes you need to remove yourself from something in order to see it more clearly. 
– Maxine Beneba Clarke

There is something so fleeting 
and special about fall. On a rainy 
Saturday morning while having 
breakfast, I was mesmerized by 
the way the leaves moved with 
the wind and the rain.  
I wanted to capture the 
movement and sound of the 
rustling leaves. Instead, I got what 
I needed - stillness and silence 

Above: Fallen Leaf, 
by Marie Algieri-Goldgrub  

Right: Catching Sunset, 
by Marina Leyderman
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Some stories, some visions, demand celluloid film and what it can deliver. 
– Eastman Kodak

Technology changes.  
When the Nikon representative handed me a prototype D6 I couldn’t resist the opportunity. I had my F6 
with me that day, so I recorded a photo of it on a classic black and white film. The last professional Nikon 
film SLR photographing their last flagship digital SLR. The ends of two eras, continuing on. 
But this isn’t that photo.  
This is a photo of that photo being displayed on the screen of my phone. 
The vast majority of photos are taken with phones, and will only ever be seen on phones. Shared instantly 
and ephemerally, photography has become just another part of conversation and connection. The future 
does not belong to our fine-art prints and the bulky devices we create them with. 
Technology changes. 
Squaring the circle, when the Nikon rep let me try out their new Z9 mirrorless flagship, I showed him this 
photo and explained its story. Naturally, I showed it to him on my phone: but not the phone that this is a 
photo of. That was the old model, and I had already upgraded to the new one.  
It has a better camera.  
Technology changes.

Technology Changes, by Matthew Robertson 
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It’s so overwhelming when you notice how the clock ticks;  
so many tiny pieces holding each other together just so it keeps going. 

– Sijdah Hussain

Besides attempting to catch a “decisive moment” and tell a story in this image, it was also to 
document the visit which had a great deal of meaning for me. 
First of all, the title “Picture This” is meant to direct your attention to the gesturing gallery manager 
who is giving an excellent description of how each of the three types of photographic art around the 
room was made. The rainbow-haired woman was eagerly absorbing every word, while the young man 
with her, seemed totally uninterested in the abstracts on the walls. He was busy watching the swaying 
trees and clear blue sky above, perhaps wishing he was outside enjoying this beautiful day in May. 
The title also is also about the surrounding photographic creations. You may have noticed the large 
4’x5’ sheets of paper that the photographs were mounted on; this low-budget presentation was from 
Rachel, a very creative grade 12 high school art student. She was having a rough time after her father 
died, so slicing several photographs into thin strips and then assembling them back together into 
these colourful abstracts helped to piece her own life back together. None of the images had anything 
photographically recognizable, but the overall effect was quite stunning.

Picture This, by Allan Flagel 
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Where words leave off, music begins. 
– Heinrich Heine

Above: The Bookshelf, 
by Leif Petersen 

Left: Besson, 
by Lawrence Sitwell 
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Conform or die. That was his motto.  
I am oddly doing bits of both, each half-assedly. 

– Rivers Solomon

I didn't see the illusion in this image as I 
shot it. It wasn't until I looked at it on the 

computer that it appeared. A delightful 
surprise. I could have straightened it but 

liked the illusion of it appearing as a 
trapezoid rather than a rectangle.

Moderators Directions for Nov 17 2021 
Stephen Gilligan 

Nearly all photographs suggest the presence of both an 
observer (the photographer), and the person, place, or 
thing being observed. Photographs try to replicate not 
just human vision, but also the human experience or 
ideas. Beyond the photographer, there is another factor 
that contributes to the story of the image: You - the 
interpreter of the photograph. As an interpreter, you have 
an important role in the life of the image: You help build 
the story. 
Photographs are taken at a specific moment in time, 
influenced by the photographer’s cultural bias and the 
personal experiences they carry into their work. As you 
view the photographs presented this week, describe how 
time, culture and experience play a role in the image 
narrative. Do you have an intellectual or emotional 
response to the image? Has the photographer 
communicated in a visual language that you can 
comprehend? Did the photographer inject enough of 
themselves by way of 3 factors to give the image life? 
I hope this leads to a thoughtful and lively discussion.

Above: Dreaming Out Loud, 
by Rhonda Starr  

Right: Photographic Trompe l ’Oeil,  
by Dass


